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Do you know that every day there are more than 10 new related Molecular Biology products
and services being invented by the companies all over the the world? ..
Are you able to be aware of all of them and which you may require and which you may not? ..
Do you know that more than 2000 companies worldwide are active in the Molecular Biology
field and are racing to innovate and provide products and services in various related areas? ..
Are you able to compare and similar products to choose the best for your purpose?
Being a biologists means to be a very busy person. Certainly you may not have enough time to
contact the different suppliers to collect the quotations and make orders for many items
together, then to follow up the delivery and check the quality agreed ..
If you are a MEMBS Web-store user, then it is (YES) for all the above questions, Why?
MEMBS Web-store is an online virtual technology market controlled by Middle East Molecular
Biology Sources where you can find together all related Molecular Biology suppliers along
with their products and A to Z services, including equipments, consumables, kits, chemicals,
solutions, accessories and maintenance. You can browse and purchase any of these items by
simply using your mobile or laptop..
MEMBS Web-store is the only professional market in the Middle East region where you can
recognize and order your products in a professional manner that offers effective handling of
Molecular Biology products and technologies through:
-The opportunity to see and compare the different model from different suppliers for the
same product you are looking for.
-The possibility to get full details about any product (technical specifications, options,
accessories, explanation videos and fact sheets .....etc) as well as an overview about the
supplier (history and contact details).
-Make an enquiry or an order for one or more products belonging to different suppliers in
one click.
-Directly contact any of the suppliers or their local agents without brokers.
-Be aware of the latest technology and supplier's news.
-Assign MEMBS to follow-up your enquiries and orders professionally even when you make
an order through your regular supplier and get rid of the hassle.
•The possibility to compare the popularity and the credibility of the different suppliers.
-Being able to rate and evaluate any of the suppliers or their products, as well as to see the
comments and the recommendations submitted by users.
All these features could be achieved easily in less than 10 min by simply typing the name of
the product or the company you are looking for in the main search bar of MEMBS Web-store.
MEMBS Web-store doesn't show prices and doesn't interfere in any pricing or delivery
strategies of the companies at all. It is just the smart way to contact the correct supplier and
to be aware about the best product that fit your requirements ..
MEMBS Web-store is the neutral professional party that facilitates ordering and networking
between the buyer and the supplier, it is the best replacement to current traditional buying
and ordering habit, because it gives the opportunity to compare and review different options
of the same products offered by different suppliers (a benefit which is not available by any
provider).
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